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STARSYSTEM
Adept Medical introduces the STARSystem. A combination
of the STARBoard, STARSupport and STARTable to become
a complete, clinically engineered solution for radial access
procedures.
STARSystem provides unequalled patient comfort and ease of use for
clinicians. Designed to work with any cardiac or radiology procedure table, the
STARSystem is quick to install and adjust to variations in patient size. Setup is
achieved in seconds with no consumable components required.

KE Y FE ATURES
Clinician design
Scatter Shielding
Fits all tables
Quick set up
Easy positioning
Carbon fibre
Ergonomic surface
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STARBOARD

STARTABLE

The key function of the STARBoard is its ability to present

STARTable not only provides clinicians with an

the patients wrist in the extended position whilst access is

adjustable work surface, the vertical shield reduces

achieved, then simply return it to a more relaxed, medially-

X-ray scatter at neck height by an additional 80%.

rotated position, with the arm at their side for the duration of

For a full report please visit

the procedure. Adjustments can be made at any point during
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the procedure beneath the sterile drapes.
A simple support strap around the upper forearm eliminates
the need for taping restless patients.
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and durability, the STARBoard is extremely light weight and

Waist height

47.2% Reduction

StarTable

compact.
The unique, one-piece, “foldaway” design makes it easy for

Dose Mode: Normal
Gantry Tilt: 0°
Intensifier Height: 98cm

Neck height

nursing staff to handle and takes up minimal storage space.

80.3% Reduction

STARSUPPORT
STARSupport connects to the STARBoard after radial
access is gained facilitating left arm procedures for
superior patient comfort.

SPECIFICATIONS
L 77.5 x W 45 x H 22.5cm
Weight: 1kg
Materials: Radiolucent
Carbon Fibre and Plastic
L 780–900 x W 509
x H 231cm
Weight: 2.3kg
Materials: Carbon Fibre
composite, Lead, Aluminum
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